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Abstract- Thispaperpresents
a variation on thedesign
of a flextensioneltransducerthat
can be used togenerate
sound in air o r water.Byplacing
a fluid behind one face
of thetransducer,and
an oriflce in thecenter, a drop of
the fluid can be ejected on demand, and for every cycle of
transducerexcitation.
We report on an optimumdesign
for thetransducerbasedonflniteelementmodelling,and
we presentresults
of ejection of water, ink,powder,and
photoresist. We m a t silicon wafers withphotoresistwith
in inteminimum waste, a very costly and expensive step
gratedcircuitmanufacturing.Theejectorisharmless
to
sensitive fluids and can also be used to eject fuels, chemical
and biological samples.

I . INTRODUCTION

T TARIOUS kinds of droplet ejectors for ink jet printing
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have been reported in-the literature, [l].However, up
t,o this time none of these has the potential for fabrication
by silicon micromachiningtechniques in two-dimensional
arrays. Some are also incompatible and harmful to sensitive fluids. Micromachining is necessary for high resolution
and speed. Because of that, such improvements in ink jet
printing technology strongly depend on thedevelopment of
micromachined two-dimensional fluid ejector arrays. The
novel ejector we developed is amenable to planar silicon
micromachining in two-dimensional arrays. The ejector is
harmlesstosensitivefluidsandcanbe
used in high speed,
high flow rate applications. We have demonstrated, in a
scale model, ejection oflow viscosity water based ink, powder, and photoresist. Because of the drop-on-demand nature of the printer. we anticipate its use in direct write
applications where features area few microns in lateral di(MEW).
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11. DEVICESCHEMATIC
A schematic of the proposed device is shown in Figure
1. A thin shim with a small orifice is attached to a piezoelectric ring. A cylinder is attached t.o the shim to serw
both as a fluid reservoir and to clamp theends of the compound membrane formed of the shim and piezoelect,ric. A
small voltage is applied to the membrane and sets it into
vibration. At the resonant frequencies of
t,he fluid loaded
compound membrane. the displacement
in the middle is
large.The fluid behindthe orifice is accelerated as the
membrane is moving, and when the inertial force is larger
than the surface tension force that holds it to the orifice, a
drop will he ejected from the orifice. The size of the drop.
and its initial speed area function of the size of the orifice
and the energy applied to the transducer at the frequency
of operation.
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Fig. 1. A schematic of theproposeddevice

111. DESIGN
PARAMETERS
we design the transducer to have a maximum displacement at the center of the membrane at the resonant frequency.Analyses
of similiardevices
such as those of
Allaverdiev [Z],Vassergiser [3], Okada [4], and Iulo [S] are
helpful in giving a general trend for the design. However,
the
of the Structure and the fact that the piezo.
electric we use is a ring rather than a full disk, necessesitates the use of finite element analysis to determine the
resonant frequencies of the structure, the input impedance
of the transducer, and the normal displacementof the surface.
It is well known that the
of a
~

membrane of uniform thickness obeys the following differentia1 equation:

Axisymmetric free vibration freqnencies for edge clamped
circular membrane are given by.

where X represents the eigenvalues of Equation ( l ) ,a the
radius, p the mass per unit area of t,he membrane and.

D=

Eh3
12(1 -U')

where E is Young's modulus, h is the membrane thickness,
and v is Poisson's ratio.
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Theaboveequationssuggestthatthe
resonancefrequency is proportional to the t,hickness of themembrane:
and inversely to the squareof the radius. However, we also
know that the resonant frequencywill he decreased by fluid
loading on one or both sides of the membrane. The shift in
the fluid loaded resonant frequency is given by Kwak [S],
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where B = piua/qnLhis thickness correction factor and p,,,
is the density of water, a is the radius of the circular membrane, p,,, is the mass density of the circular membrane,
h is the thickness of the circular membrane, and r is the
non-dimensionaladdedvirtualmass
incremental (NAVhfI)
factor which is determined by boundaryconditionsand
mode shape. With fluid loading,
we expect the resonant
frequency to
down by 52% for one ofour devices,
Fig. 3. AYSYS Simulation for the first
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device.

resonance frequency of the

IV. ANSYS SIMULATION

As mentioned before, because of the complex nature of
the device, finite element analysis (FEA) were used to simd a t e the device. We use ANSYS, a finite element analysis commercial code to find the resonant frequency and
displacement for our transducer. Figures 2,3, and 4 show
typical results of such an analysis. The DC displacement is
1.48pmJV. The first resonance frequency is 2.604kHz and
the second resonance frequency is 12.05kHz. The dimensions of the piezoelectric are: 2mm inner diameter, ?mm
outerdiameter,and
25pm thickness.Theseparameters
give the maximum displacement at the center of the membrane at a resonancefrequency of 2.604kHz. A number
of iterations were used to determine this optimum design
for the piezoelectric element. The membrane thickness and
material were chosen from existing andeasily available materials.
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Fig. 4. ANSYS simulation for the second resonance frequency of the
device.
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Fig. 2 . A N S Y S simulation for the DC disPIacemcnt of the device.

The scale
model of the
device was fabricated
using
piezrr
electric material made by MURATA [7] and a membrane
of brass. The reservoir was also made of brass. The dimensions of the device shown in Figure 1 are: 9mm diameter
of brass shim. 25pm thickness of brass shim, 2mm inner
diameter of MURAT,\ PZT. i m m outer diameter of 1 I I J
RATA PZT, 25pm thickness of h1LiRAT.A PZT, and the
reservoir height was 8mm. The orifice ranged in diameter
from 50pm to 200pm. It was made using a drill in a small
lathe. The measured resonance freauencv of the device by
fluidloading was1.ZkHz which is in aggrement with our
model prediction ( ~ y s plus
y ~water lo&ind equation re
duction in resonance).
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turned on and off to writ,e preprogrammed words such as
shown in Figure 5.
".

l

Shipley 1400-27 photoresist was alsoejected using the
ejector. Figure 6 shows different patterns of coating of a
3" silicon wafer. The resist is 3.5prn thick and has a sur7 and 8 shows
face roughness of about 0.15pm. Figures
thickness profiles of the photoresist deposited in Figure 6 .
To obtain this thickness profile. we applied 108V amplitude sinusoidal tone burst with 2 cycles per burst. Each
spot on the wafer was 540pm in diameter. To overlap the
spots on the wafer, and obtain the profile of Figure 7. we
synchronized the scanning and the ejector set for an overlap of 3%. The resi~t coatingwas done in a dry lab and
contains dust particles, and nonuniformity due to the
quick
evaporation of the solvent in the resist. This drying results
innonuniformity a5 the wafer is coated. Using a chamher with solvent saturated environment will alleviate both
problems of dirt incorporation and nonuniformity.

U I . coYcLI.sIous
F... . 6 Phoraresist

cnverml 3 " wafer.

We have developed a norel ejector which can he silicon
Low viscosirx waterbased ink wv,u ejected at ;.%kHz.micromachined
into two-rlirnensional arrays.The ejector
16.3kHz. and 31.9kHr usingmembranes with orifices of is based on using a rariation of a flextensional transducer.
, 5 O p m and 100pr11. The ejector was placed above a white The transducer design was optimized using finite element
piece of paper that, R ~ Sscanned synchrononsly under the analysis. And the ejector xas demonstratedwithnater,
ejector. In rhrdrop-on-demandmode.the
ejectorwas
ink, powder, and photoresist.
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